Collaborative acquisition of multi-view face images in real-time using a wireless camera network
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Abstract—In order to support real-time face recognition using a wireless camera network, we design a data acquisition service to quickly and reliably acquire face images of human subjects from multiple views and to simultaneously index each acquired image into its corresponding pose. In comparison with detection of frontal faces, the detection of non-frontal faces with unknown pose is a much more challenging problem that involves significant image processing. In this paper, we describe a collaborative approach in which multi-view camera geometry and inter-camera communication is utilized at run time to significantly reduce the required processing time. By doing so, we are able to achieve a high capture rate for both frontal and non-frontal faces and at the same time maintain a high detection accuracy. We implement our face acquisition system on a 1600 GHz Intel Atom Processor based embedded camera network and show that we can reliably acquire frontal faces at 11 fps and non-frontal faces at 10 fps on images captured at a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels.

I. INTRODUCTION

Face recognition systems have evolved significantly into a reliable mechanism for establishing identity of individuals in the context of applications such as access control and criminal identification. But while face recognition systems have traditionally been applied for identification from previously acquired photographs and videos, it is now becoming increasingly important to apply these systems for human identification in real-time. In order to support such real-time face recognition systems, we have designed and implemented a camera network based data acquisition system that collaboratively acquires multi-view face images of a human subject. We have specifically considered a choke-point scenario where a network of cameras are deployed over small critical access regions such as entrances, lobbies, walkways etc. in public places for human identification. Potential applications for such a system include raising an alert when criminals are detected entering critical places such as airports and shopping malls, raising an alert when lost individuals are detected and automatic recognition and registration of individuals at international port of entry.

While distributed camera networks can potentially improve the accuracy of human identification by offering multiple views of a subject, in order to be scalable and to be applicable in real-time identification they pose a design challenge in terms of the trade-off required between local processing and centralized computation. On the one hand local processing is needed prior to transmitting all the acquired data to a fusion center so that the network and the fusion center are not overloaded with too much data. On the other hand, it is also crucial to acquire as many images as possible at the individual cameras so as to improve the chances of accurate recognition. This is because a subject could be constantly moving his or her head and there could be a small duration when the face pose with respect to a camera is favorable for identification and it is desirable to capture this frame. Therefore, it is important to keep computational overhead low at the distributed cameras so that the data can be processed at a high frame rate. Hence there is a requirement for a distributed service with low processing overhead that can quickly and reliably acquire data that is relevant for face recognition while suppressing data that is not useful for recognition. Our approach in this paper is to use the distributed cameras to perform face detection and transmit only the region containing faces detected in each frame to the base station.

Generally, frontal face images are the most suitable ones for reliable face recognition. However, in unconstrained environments it is not always possible to obtain enough high quality frontal face images required for accurate recognition. Under such circumstances, non-frontal face images acquired from a camera network can be used to improve the confidence of face recognition from frontal faces. Often profile (side view) face images contain tattoos, moles and special markers that are useful in human identification [1]. Recent studies have shown that profile views and partial profile views can be used for reliable face recognition with high accuracy [2], [3], [4], [5]. That being said, acquiring multi-view face images is a challenging task in terms of computational overhead especially due to their diversity [6]. Typically, separate face detectors are trained for each pose that are then sequentially or hierarchically applied on each frame to detect a face [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [6]. Alternatively, a pose classifier is first applied through a sliding window of different sizes (that could fit a face) and then the appropriate face detector for that pose is used to detect the presence of a face [7]. Both of these approaches involve significant image processing and unsuitable when we would like to maximize the number of faces acquired for recognition.

A. Summary of contributions

In order to support robust and real-time face recognition, we design a network service for multi-view face image acquisition. Our service uses the geometry of the multi-camera network to collaboratively acquire both frontal and non-frontal face images in real-time while maintaining a high sampling rate. An overview of our approach is as follows. We first train face detectors based on Haar-like features [12], [13] for each pose class that is required to be detected. We then run a frontal-face detector on each camera in the network. Whenever a frontal face has been detected on any camera, say $C_f$, it sends a notification to other cameras which then narrow down their search to the region surrounding the epipolar line corresponding to the point where the frontal face is detected in $C_f$. By applying a pose-specific face detector on this much smaller region in the image, the cameras are able to quickly...
extract non-frontal face images and simultaneously index these faces into the corresponding face pose.

Thus, we utilize the multi-view camera geometry and inter-camera communication to reduce the amount of image processing required for multi-view face detection. Using this, we are able to process an image for detecting non-frontal faces at almost the same rate as for frontal faces. At the same time, by narrowing down the potential regions in an image for non-frontal face detection, we significantly improve the reliability of non-frontal face detection. Our system is easy to setup, does not require camera calibration and only depends on fundamental matrices of transformation between camera pairs.

B. Outline of the paper

In Section 2, we describe our multi-view face acquisition system and present effective buffer management strategies to maintain frame synchronization between the cameras in the presence of network delays and unequal processing times on the cameras. In Section 3, we evaluate the performance of our multi-view face acquisition system using experiments on a 3 node embedded camera network. We state related work in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In this section, we describe our network service for collaborative multi-view face acquisition. We divide our presentation into 3 parts: (1) system model, (2) software implementation, and (3) buffer management for frame synchronization.

A. System model

Our system for collaborative face acquisition consists of a network of $N_c$ cameras with overlapping views that are all focused on a critical region such as entrances to public places and narrow corridors or walkways. The allowable distances between the cameras and the height of deployment will depend on the parameters of the cameras used for the system. For example if pan, tilt and zoom cameras are used, the cameras could be physically distant from the region and set to focus on the critical region. If fixed focal length cameras with low resolution are used, they will have to be closer together. However, we do require that the cameras are able to acquire facial images that are either frontal view or side view (and not top view).

For our specific experimental setting, we use a network of 3 cameras located along an arc of radius 10 feet. The cameras are deployed on tripods at a height of 7 feet from the ground with their principal axes parallel to the horizontal plane and with a separation of 6 feet between the cameras along the arc as shown in Fig. 1. The angles made by the principal axes of cameras $C_2$ and $C_3$ with that of camera $C_1$ are $40^\circ$ and $80^\circ$ respectively. The relative orientations between the cameras (the angles between principal axes of each pair of cameras) are assumed to be known. We assume that a clock synchronization algorithm is running on the nodes but we note that the clocks of any two nodes may not be in perfect synchrony. Let $t_s$ denote the maximum clock synchronization error between any pair of cameras. This implies that the local clocks of any two cameras can be at most $t_s$ apart.

The cameras are connected wirelessly to a base-station where the transmitted face images are collected and may be used for identification. Our goal is to acquire face images corresponding to the following poses: front, left (or right) profile, partial left (or partial right) profile. We use the yaw angle (that measures the rotation of a face image along the vertical axis) to define front, profile and partial profile faces (illustrated in Fig. 2). We define a face image of a subject acquired by a camera to be frontal if the yaw angle made by the subject’s pose ranges from $-30^\circ$ to $30^\circ$. We define a face image of a subject acquired by a camera to be partial left (partial right) profile if the yaw angle made by the subject’s pose ranges from $-60^\circ$ to $-120^\circ$ ($30^\circ$ to $60^\circ$). We define a face image of a subject acquired by a camera to be left (right) profile if the yaw angle made by the subject’s pose ranges from $-60^\circ$ to $-120^\circ$ ($60^\circ$ to $120^\circ$). We have used the term side face to denote any non-frontal pose of the face.

B. Software implementation

The operations performed on the embedded cameras are divided into the following four threads. The implementation has been illustrated with a pseudo-code in Fig. 3.

1) Capture: Images of the scene are captured on the cameras at $F$ fps (frames per second) by the capture thread. Let $t_f = \frac{1}{F}$. We program the individual cameras to capture images whenever the local clock value is a multiple of $t_f$. The timestamp of frame $x$ is defined as the time of capture of frame $x$ and denoted as $t(x)$. Also, we call frames $x$ and $y$ captured in two different cameras to be synchronous if $t(x) = t(y)$. Each image acquired by the capture thread is stored in buffer $B_{ff}$ along with its timestamp. Let $|B_{ff}|$ denote the maximum number of such images that can be stored in buffer $B_{ff}$.

Note that it may not be possible to capture an image at
precise intervals of $t_f$ time units, but we still encode the timestamp of an acquired image to be the closest multiple of $t_f$ from the time of capture. Also, recall that there could be a maximum clock synchronization error of $t_s$ time units between cameras. Due to both these reasons, images acquired by different cameras in the network with the same timestamp may not correspond to the same global time.

2) **Frontal face detection:** The frontal face detection thread dequeues the oldest frame from $B_{ff}$ to detect if a frontal face exists in the image. To detect frontal faces, we first perform background subtraction on an acquired frame by modeling the background based on median filtering over a set of frames and applying a threshold based differencing with respect to this image. Next, we apply morphological filtering and connected component grouping to eliminate noise regions and estimate rectangular blobs where a face image could be present. We then apply an OpenCV implementation of the Haar Cascade based face detector [12] in each of the estimated foreground blobs. If a frontal face has been detected in frame $x$, a notification message $M(c(x), t(x), w(x))$ is broadcast to all other cameras in the system, specifying the frame time $t(x)$, the location of the center of the face $c(x)$ and the width $w(x)$ of the bounding square around the detected face. If a frontal face is not detected, the background subtracted image is stored in buffer $B_{sf}$. Let $|B_{sf}|$ denote the maximum number of such background subtracted images that can be stored in buffer $B_{sf}$.

3) **Message listening:** When a message $M(c(x), t(x), w(x))$ is received from another camera, the message is simply queued in buffer $Q$ with maximum number of elements denoted by $|Q|$.

4) **Side face detection:** The side face detection thread retrieves messages from $Q$ one at a time. At the timestamp $t(x)$ in the message $M$ is used to retrieve the frame $y$ in the buffer $B_{sf}$ whose timestamp $t(y)$ is equal to the time $t(x)$ corresponding to frame $x$. Frame $y$ is then removed from the buffer $B_{sf}$ and a side-face detection procedure is run on frame $y$.

We use epipolar geometry to detect the side face in the frame $y$: if two cameras $C_1$ and $C_2$ observe the same scene point $W(X, Y, Z)$ and if the image point corresponding to $W$ in $C_1$ is $P_1(x, y)$, then the image point $P_2(x, y)$ corresponding to $W$ in $C_2$ must lie on the epipolar line corresponding to $P_1(x, y)$ [14]. The fundamental matrix is an algebraic representation of this epipolar geometry. Given the fundamental matrix $F_{12}$ between cameras $C_1$ and $C_2$, the relation between $P_1$ and $P_2$ is given by the following equation:

$$P'_2 F P_1 = 0 \quad (1)$$

The epipolar line corresponding to point $P_1$ in camera $C_2$ is described by:

$$l_2 = F P_1 \quad (2)$$

For our experimental setting, we compute the fundamental matrices between each pair of cameras offline by using SIFT features for finding corresponding points, estimating the matrices using the normalized 8-point algorithm and then using RANSAC [15] to remove outliers from the detected keypoints [14]. We provide the fundamental matrices to the cameras before the experiments. Using the fundamental matrix $F_{rs}$ we project the point $c(x)$ (the centroid of the frontal face detected) to a corresponding epipolar line in the synchronous frame $y$ of the camera receiving the message (Fig. 4). We then determine the segment of the epipolar line that intersects with the background subtracted image retrieved from $B_{sf}$ and extract a square block of size $W \times W$ pixels around the center of this segment, where $W$ is set to be equal to the width of the detected frontal face image. Based on the relative camera orientations, we determine the expected pose of a side face and apply the side-face detector corresponding to the particular pose class on the extracted square block. For our experiments, we have trained face detectors for the left partial profile and left profile faces using an OpenCV implementation of the method described in [13]. To detect right partial profile and right profile faces, we apply the same detectors on the mirror images of the block.
C. Buffer management

Let \( t_{nd} \) denote the maximum network delay incurred between transmission and reception of a notification message. Let \( t_{ff} \) and \( t_{sf} \) denote the processing times for frontal face detection and side face detection respectively. In this section, we analyze requirements on \( |B_{sf}| \) to ensure that synchronous frames always exist in the respective buffer \( B_{sf} \) of a camera when a notification message is being processed. We also analyze impact of \( t_{nd}, t_s, t_{ff}, t_{sf} \) and \( t_f \) on the expected number of frontal face and side face images that can be processed. For ease of presentation, we divide our analysis into the following cases.

**R1**: \( t_{nd} = 0, t_s = 0, t_{sf} + t_{ff} < t_f \). In this case both the side-face and frontal-face processing can be finished before a new frame is sampled. Moreover the network delay is 0. Hence we only need to set \( |B_{ff}| = 1, |B_{sf}| = 1 \) and \( |Q| = 1 \).

The expected number of frontal (\( N_{ff} \)) and non-frontal (\( N_{sf} \)) faces that can be detected by a camera over a time \( T \) is given by the following equations.

\[
N_{ff}^{R1} = \frac{T}{t_f} \tag{3}
\]

\[
N_{sf}^{R1} = \frac{T}{t_f} \tag{4}
\]

**R2**: \( t_{nd} > 0, t_s > 0, t_{sf} + t_{ff} < t_f \). In this case also, a camera can finish both frontal and side-face processing before a new frame is sampled. But since \( t_{nd} > 0 \), any message retrieved from \( Q \) will have a timestamp that is old by at most \( t_{nd} + t_{ff} \) (since it takes at most \( t_{ff} \) time for frontal face processing). Moreover, if \( t_s > 0 \) and the camera detecting the frontal face lags behind any side face processing camera by \( t_s \) units, then the message retrieved from \( Q \) could have a timestamp that is old by at most \( t_{nd} + t_{ff} + t_s \). Therefore, in order to be able to retrieve a frame from \( B_{sf} \) corresponding to the timestamp of the incoming message, the condition on \( |B_{sf}| \) is given by the following equation.

\[
|B_{sf}| > \frac{t_{nd} + t_{ff} + t_s}{t_f} \tag{5}
\]

Note that if the camera detecting the frontal face is ahead of the other cameras by \( t_s \) units and if \( t_s > t_{nd} + t_{ff} \), then the frame corresponding to the timestamp in the incoming message will not be found in the side face processing cameras. The clocks in the side-face processing cameras in this case have not reached the clock value in the frontal face processing camera. In this case, the image with the most recent timestamp in \( B_{sf} \) is used for performing side-face detection. Thus we see that the clock synchronization error between cameras causes the processing of side-faces to occur on frames that are apart by at most \( t_s \) time units.

The expected number of frontal (\( N_{ff} \)) and non-frontal (\( N_{sf} \)) faces that can be detected by a camera over a time \( T \) remain unchanged from case R1 and are given by Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 respectively.

**R3**: \( t_{nd} > 0, t_s > 0, t_{ff} > t_f \). In this case, the frontal face processing time is greater than \( t_f \). The side-face processing time \( t_{sf} \) can be greater or smaller than \( t_f \). However, since each side-face processing camera also runs a frontal face detector, the average time to process each message from \( Q \) is \( t_{sf} + t_{ff} \) which is greater than \( t_f \). Therefore, new frames will be captured into \( B_{ff} \) and new messages can arrive in \( Q \) before the earlier ones are processed. Now, if we assume that the system will always remain active (in other words, there will be a human subject in the scene at all times), then even if we buffer frames in \( B_{ff} \) and \( Q \), there will be no idle time to process these frames. We can therefore set \( |B_{ff}| = 1 \) and \( |Q| = 1 \). Thus the frames cannot be processed at the sampling rate and only the most recently acquired frame and most recently received message are queued in \( B_{ff} \) and \( Q \) respectively.

We now determine the size of \( B_{sf} \) required so that for any frame in which a frontal face has been detected, we can find the corresponding synchronous frame in \( B_{sf} \). We note that \( |Q| = 1 \) and the maximum time before which this message is retrieved by a camera for detecting non-frontal faces is bounded by \( t_{ff} + t_{sf} \). Now from the discussion in case R2, we note that the timestamp in the message that is retrieved is old by \( t_{nd} + t_{ff} + t_s \). So, the required size of buffer \( B_{sf} \) is determined by the following equation.

\[
|B_{sf}| > \frac{2t_{ff} + t_{sf} + t_{nd}}{t_f} \tag{6}
\]

The expected number of frontal (\( N_{ff} \)) and non-frontal (\( N_{sf} \)) faces that can be detected by a camera over a time \( T \) are given by the following equations.

\[
N_{ff}^{R3} = \frac{T}{t_{ff}} \tag{7}
\]

\[
N_{sf}^{R3} = \frac{T}{t_{ff} + t_{sf}} \tag{8}
\]

III. Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of our data acquisition system, we implement it on a 3 node embedded camera network (schematics shown in Fig. 1). We assemble an embedded camera using a Logitech 9000 camera, an Intel Atom 1.6 GHz processor based motherboard from Acer and an IEEE 802.11 based wireless card. We consider one human subject in the scene at a time. Each subject stands at a distance of approximately 10 feet from the cameras (close to the center of the arc) facing any one of the 3 cameras. Note that, if the subject is facing camera \( C_1 \) as shown in Fig. 1, then the pose estimated by camera \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) are right partial profile and right profile respectively. We have tested the system with 10 different subjects with approximately 15 minutes of data collected for each subject.

We use the NTP protocol for achieving clock synchronization between nodes and empirically observe a synchronization error of 10 ms. Alternatively we could also use a completely decentralized clock synchronization protocol and recent papers have demonstrated sub-millisecond accuracies [16] with extremely small communication costs and synchronization messages sent only once every 10 seconds. The impact of the clock synchronization error is that images grabbed at two cameras with the same timestamp may not correspond to the same global time. However, we note that with an error of a few milli-seconds, a subject could not have moved much in that time.

We perform our experiments in two environments: one with a lot of clutter in the background (this environment is shown in Fig. 4) and the other one with a relatively plain background. Images are sampled by each camera at 25 fps.
Thus $t_f = 40$ms. In Table I, we show the average execution times for the different processing modules in our system. In Table II, we show the number of frames that are processed per second for detecting frontal faces and side faces. The frontal face detector is applied on background subtracted regions and sometimes even on spurious blobs detected as the foreground. The side-face detector on the other hand is applied only on a much smaller region that is corroborated by the frontal face detecting camera. We note from Table II that the number of frames processed per second for detecting frontal and side faces conform to the rates shown in Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 respectively when accounting for the operating system overhead. For instance in a clear background we observe that the average value of $t_{ff} = 81$ ms and average value of $t_{sf} = 15$ ms and accordingly 11 frames can be processed per second for detecting frontal faces and 10 frames can be processed per second for detecting side faces in a clear background.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Time (ms) (clear)</th>
<th>Time (ms) (cluttered)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image capture and storage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background subtraction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal face detection</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $t_{ff}$</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $t_{sf}$</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

**PROCESSING TIMES: MULTI-VIEW FACE DETECTION IN CLEAR AND CLUTTERED BACKGROUND**

The actual number of frontal and side faces detected correspond to the output of the detector itself. The difference between frames processed and faces detected gives a measure of the false negatives for the respective detectors. In a clear background, the number of frontal faces detected per second are almost equal to the number of frames processed per second. All the frontal faces detected are notified to the other cameras and the number of side faces detected per second in each camera matches the frontal face detection rate. In a cluttered background, the number of missed detections for frontal faces are high and yields a frontal face detection rate of 6 faces per second and as seen in Table II, the side face detecting cameras are able to match this detection rate.

The number of falsely detected side-faces using our acquisition service were negligible (close to 0.1% of the total number of side faces detected in our experiments). By selectively applying the side-face detector on regions corroborated by the frontal face detecting camera, we are able to achieve this low false alarm rate.

The maximum network delay is observed to be 50ms, but we note that this only affects the size of $B_{sf}$ and not the overall face detection rate. We also note that the required buffering is very low (approximately 10 frames). By transmitting only the face images, that are on average 60 by 60 pixels in size, we are able to reduce communication bandwidth by 98% compared with transmitting the entire image (640 by 480 pixels) and by 80% when compared with transmitting the background subtracted image (100 by 200 pixels on average).

By performing face detection and simultaneously estimating the pose, we are also able to reduce significant processing time at the fusion center for face recognition.

**IV. RELATED WORK**

In [12], Viola and Jones have designed a face detector that is suitable for real-time frontal face detection [12]. Their approach utilizes the AdaBoost algorithm to identify a sequence of Haar-like features that indicate the presence of a face. Since then other frontal face detection algorithms have been developed, a survey of which is presented in [17]. Approaches for multi-view face detection have generally been of two types. The first approach is to estimate the pose over each sliding window in an image (which may not necessarily have a face) and then applying the pose specific detector [7]. When involving multiple face poses this is a hard problem and moreover false estimates of a face pose will lead to incorrect detection of a face. In the second approach, different view-specific face detectors are applied sequentially or hierarchically to an image [7], [11], [18], [6]. In this paper, we have used an OpenCV [19] implementation of the frontal face detector presented in [12] and trained pose-specific detectors using Haar-like features for non-frontal faces as described in [13]. Then, we have used the information about a detected frontal view along with relative camera orientations and the subject location to detect non-frontal faces in other cameras and we observe that our approach decreases overall processing time.
Multi-view camera geometry has been exploited by several recent research efforts to effectively fuse information from different cameras and consequently improve the accuracy in the context of tasks such as object detection, behavior matching, action classification and reliable foreground extraction \cite{20, 21, 22}. By way of contrast, in this paper we have utilized multi-view geometry to improve the computational efficiency of the system by collaborating among the cameras in real-time and reducing the amount of image processing required.

In the context of face recognition, multiple cameras have been used for tracking in an active control mode by which one or more cameras are controlled to yield a dynamic coverage \cite{23, 24}. An example of such a system is the combination of a fixed camera and PTZ camera that is used for close-up tracking of humans and subsequent identification. In our approach instead of continuously tracking an individual at close quarters to eventually get a good view that is suitable for recognition, we rely on redundancy offered by multiple camera views to opportunistically acquire a suitable face image for identification \cite{25}.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a collaborative multi-view face acquisition service that can be used to support real-time face recognition. Our service can detect and extract face images from different poses and simultaneously identify these poses while maintaining a high sampling rate. We avoid complex image processing and instead use network geometry and communication between the cameras to reduce the processing time. We are able to achieve a non-frontal face detection rate that is almost equal to frontal face detection rate, thus highlighting the advantage over multi-view face detection schemes based on sequentially or hierarchically applying detectors for different poses. Our service is light-weight in terms of processing complexity, has low buffering requirements and is appropriate for implementation on different smart camera platforms \cite{26} resulting in portable and even covert deployments for human recognition.

We note that while we have used face detectors based on Haar-like features in our system, they could be replaced with other pose-specific face detectors as well. Also, while the specific performance numbers for processing rate are platform and algorithm specific, the key observation is that our system can be used to detect non-frontal faces at the same rate as frontal faces (where the rate of processing is determined by the algorithm and the platform).

In this paper, we have used the detection of frontal face images in a camera to guide the computation at run-time in other cameras. Alternatively, the detection of patterns or events other than frontal faces can also be used to trigger localized image processing operation in other cameras and improve the computational efficiency of the system. This gives rise to a more generalized use of our proposed framework for collaboration in a camera network.

As a next step, we would like to integrate our multi-view face acquisition framework with multi-view face recognition techniques and quantify the achievable recognition performance \cite{2, 3, 4, 5}. In particular, we would like to integrate our system with sparse encoding based recognition techniques \cite{27} that are especially well-suited for distributed light-weight implementations. We would also like to extend our system to operate with multiple subjects in the scene at any given time and study system performance.
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